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Description:
In this joint presentation by GEANT and Internet2 the tools developed by the Campus IdP task of GEANT will be presented, together with the TIER deployment suite by Internet2. Both solutions are aimed at easing the deployment of Campus Identity Providers by Home Organizations and support and include:

- A comprehensive Ansible suite has been developed to spawn a dedicated Virtual Machine on OpenStack private cloud, install and configure the Shibboleth IdP and all related monitoring, logging and statistics tools.
- An alternative Docker based approach developed in the US by the Internet2 TIER Program and a campus IdP adoption case study of what this is like to deploy.

Background
Campus IdP supporting services task of GEANT project (Gn4.2) has been developing deployment tools for the Shibboleth identity provider, for Home Organizations and interested NRENs to automate the SAML Identity Provider deployment process. In this presentation the comprehensive toolkit developed in Ansible to spawn Virtual Machines on Openstack Private Cloud, deploy a Shibboleth IdP on top of them, and integrate the Identity Provider with Identity Management tools and a complete monitoring suite based on Check_MK and Elasticsearch, Kibana and Rsyslog will be presented.

The Ansible toolkit is available for the GEANT community to make use of it, targeting specifically less skilled Home Organizations and Campuses, to enable them to join Federated Identity management within eduGAIN.

The Ansible toolkit has been extensively used to deploy at scale IdP instances for the major Research Hospitals in Italy, in the context of GARR involved in a task for the Italian Ministry of Health.

The toolkit will also be the core component of a pilot in GEANT aimed at evaluating the feedback by federation operators on the tool and at demonstrating interoperation with the GEANT Federation-as-a-Service platform.

Beyond the toolkit itself, the current architecture and prototype of the GEANT Campus IdP platform will be sketched. The Platform is based on the toolkit but further aims at consistently integrate the toolkit in a unique system, offered as ad eduGAIN SP to Federation Operators,
by means of which they will be able to automatically spawn IdPs for the Home Institutions and Campuses requiring them, and for HO admins to request their creation.

The Docker-based deployment tools and procedures to spawn the Campus IdP was developed in the US by the Internet2 TIER Program, which is a response to the need for a comprehensive suite of identity services tools and software, and consistent campus identity practices culminating in a common deployment scenario and interoperation at the deployment and operational level. Docker is offered to the GEANT Community as an alternative deployment option with the same goal of easing the Shibboleth IdP deployment for Campuses.

University of Maryland-Baltimore County (UMBC) is an early adopter of the TIER work and a participant in the Campus Success Program; which includes a diverse group of higher education institutions committed to adopting and deploying the TIER software components and helping to accelerate adoption for the rest of the trust and identity community. The goal of the program is work together to define effective practices and enable other campuses to learn from the lessons of the early adopters. UMBC will be presenting their findings during the session, paying particular attention to the challenges associated with replacing legacy systems with modern technology.

Both the Ansible and Docker solutions are aimed at integrating relevant IdP complementary features in a single deployment, like statistics, support for SIRTFI Assurance profile, and Entity Categories and gathering of FTicks for reporting relevant IdP-related information to Federation Operators and HO IdP administrators.

Internet2 and GEANT are in close contact to leverage synergies in addressing Campus IdP related matters, to maximize the positive outcome of collaboration within their users communities, starting by sharing experiences, best practices and tools in the context of REFEDS: the main collaboration items in this domain will be presented.
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